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About This Game

With over 50,000,000 plays over the previous parts, the Incursion series has enthralled and challenged many players over the
years. Now you can save your world from darkness in new Incursion: The Thing. Bigger! Faster! Stronger!

Join Targa Wrathbringer and Kel Hawkbow on their journey to save Danalor from hordes of monsters, undead and demons.
Find powerful runes, construct armies, upgrade your heroes abilities and battle against epic bosses in this Tower Defense RPG

hybrid.

[h1]Highlights:[/h1]

- Survival Challenge
- 50+ enemies, each with unique abilities and weaknesses.

- Terrifying bosses that will put you to the test.
- 8 different heroes to enhance your play, with special attacks!

- 25+ game stages and 16 special army upgrades
- 60+ achievements. Can you get them all?
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I liked this game well enough, but...
In my opinion, there are better games than this one, and they contain the same format. I haven't seen all the outcomes yet, but in
my experience, this game deals more with the church, than the magic itself. Also, several plot transitions which occured in my
playthrough were illogical.
My overall experience is positive, though. It's interesting, the choices are tough to make, a few characters were interesting etc..
It's of course not worth 8.99€, but its very nice and probably introduced more innovation than Call of Duty in 2014.. I don't
pretend to be a sci-fi connaisseur, but this series really scratched an itch I had after Firefly and I may have noticed some other
references aswell. It was very engaging and I enjoyed it like I would a tv-miniseries despite the rpgmaker graphics.. This game is
utter♥♥♥♥♥♥

First of all, there is no options in main menu, so you have to change your preferences in-game. Also, there are no RPG
elemental for typical tools as map, inventory or other things.

The story is about you waking up outside a mexican look-alike town, and you are trying to find your wife and child(ren?). The
idea behind it is maybe accepting, but for getting inside, you've to find a key to open. Really, why? Are the inhabitants afraid of
foreigners like you? Funny thing is, the inhabitants look exactly the same, either barbarians from generic RPG game or half-
cute female ninjas.

What's the concept behind the RPG game, you might think? Well, consider the anime show GATE, where medieval meets
modern warfare. Well, that's just about it. The quest system is ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ as the voice acting is in Guise Of The Wolf,
almost worse. Why? Because there's no voice acting at all in this game, you've to read what's happening so it might happen you
miss you've a quest to complete. In other words, to do things, you MUST COMPLETE ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ quests such as "find my
bow and I'll let you through".

Any good about the game. Well, I found a sniper rifle and killed all of the inhabitants, they deserved it for living in a horribly
made game by any producer "using RPG maker".

Really, if you want to play at least decent RPG game, do yourself a favor and play Dragon Age, Fallout New Vegas or The
Witcher series. This game is♥♥♥♥♥♥tier work.
. Nights of Azure 2 is a very rough and an ill implemented game that tries to do way too much while giving the players two time
constraints in a very short game that really erodes the overall experience. Given the game's demographic, the characters are
decent enough. However, the gameplay has taken a huge hit. I did find some imporvements, such as the lily system's combat
portion and the Striker Servans. However, I can't help but feel a lot of the other enjoyable aspects of the combat have not been
carried over from the first game. The Servan system especially has been given an upgrade and a downgrade at the same time.
Such as the point allocation, which is a step in the right direction but the "reincarnation" feature is a waste of time and could've
been replaced with some other more useful mechanic.

As mentioned earlier, the biggest issue with Nights of Azure 2 are its time constraints, the hunt timer being one and the Azure
Moon phases being the other. Now the Hunt timer is not that much of a hinderance but the moon phases are really annoying and
often punishing, for trying to do the various tasks. Nights of Azure just had the hunt timer and had the moon phase progress
with the story which was perfectly fine. Here, the phase progression feels as if it was added for the sake of it. Also the enemy
variety of this game ,to be honest, is lacking and the one off bosses are disappointing as well.

So in conclusion, you're better off playing the first game. This game is a shallow, unwieldy successor and is best picked up
during an -80% sale.. pretty♥♥♥♥♥♥ play icy towers instead. Old school fun!
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This is really entertaining. If you enjoyed Ultima or Wizardry you will love these games.

I can't reccommend it more. There is a lot of optional reading that adds to the story. And you get to use your imagination.

Its really how games should be. Relying on your brain and creativity just as much as gameplay and graphics.

For around 20 bucks you will get 40+ hours of entertainment. Absolutely worth it.. Cute, fun and very nostalgic. Loved the
music!. while i have only played the game for a third of n hour as of writting this review i believe that this game is most likely
the best \u00a30.08 game i have ever played although i only bought it due to steam giving me a gift card on my latest badge for
this game and i wouldn't recommend buying the game otherwise as it is not worth the \u00a30.79 it is worth without the card.
in conclusion this game is one of my new favorites and this is a totally unironic review!. My Childhood Game How Can I Write
Negative Review
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A fun casual game where you guide aircraft around the screen to land at a location of the same color. Easy to play, with steadily
increasing difficulty as the sky gets busier and busier.. Kind of hard to review when I could not get the game to finish launching.
It started with the Audio prompt which I said cancel to and then CRASH!

Oh well, one less game for me to try and play.
. This game is just a major nostalgia hit for me. Almost 2 decades ago i started playing this and i only just managed to find this
as it was on my steam queue. I remember playing this for weeks at a time trying to complete all the objectives.
The idea of the game is to do things in cdifferent orders to find new combinations of ruling the world as God himself. It's a
short but entertaining game, however it does only seem to run win Windows 95 compatibility mode for me.
Worth giving it a go, especially when on sale.. not my type of game. Retard game of the year. No explanation of what to do, no
saves, and ends in like 1 minute with a level where some bot runs at you and no indication of what needs to be done to complete
it. Waste of download time.. The game looks and sounds decent (they got the voice actors from the show), and some of the
powers are kind of cool. However, I found the story and core gameplay to be rather uninteresting. I got bored and quit after
about 5 or so indistinguishable levels of hitting guys in the back and then running slowly around an empty island looking for the
exit. It felt kind of grindy right from the beginning, and there wasn't much of a story to convince me to stick with it.. Having a
blast with this old school choose your own adventure. Very interactive and a great story.. More Detailed review after I complete
this game.
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